Prism Gamma 9909.15
Host ACTDMark says:
----------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION --------------------------------------------------

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The WayWard forward momentum suddenly drops to nothing.

MED_Rex says:
::falls out of his chair::

XO_Linard says:
::stands next to CO::

CP_Joe says:
::takes the helm::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer>  Prepare for Transport...

LO_Lynam says:
::On bridge, monitoring communications::

AS_Psion says:
::Looks about him astonished::

CMO_Lee says:
::watches as the MED falls::

SO_Connol says:
::swings forward hitting his head on the wall:: SELF: this thing doesn't even have a cars worth of shock absorbers

LO_Lynam says:
Self: Transport?  Now what?

MED_Rex says:
::stands up, rubbing his backside::

AS_Psion says:
::Leaves quarters and goes to bridge::

MED_Rex says:
CP: Didn't they teach smooth stops in the academy?

CP_Joe says:
MED: Sorry about that

XO_Linard says:
MED: not on this heap

SO_Connol says:
MED: i think this thing only has a 1 power setting

CP_Joe says:
::tires to ease it up::

LO_Lynam says:
:;Checks computer for information about the transport::

AS_Psion says:
::Enters bridge::

CSOTriton says:
::begins to wake up form nap that the Xo ordered::

SO_Connol says:
::hits his console as the thing gets jamed on turn on turn off::

IO_Triton says:
::the jarring stop brings him to a fully alert status::

SO_Connol says:
::finaly his console stars working except the screen is bright pink::

CP_Joe says:
::gets the helm under control::

Steve says:
ACTION:  THE WARWARD COUGHS ITS LAST BURP OF IONIZED PLASMA AND COMES TO A DEAD STOP

SO_Connol says:
CP: did you fill that tank up at our last stop

XO_Linard says:
::holds on to a chair for support::

CP_Joe says:
SO: Yes I did

IO_Triton says:
::walks on to bridge::All: whats going on?

AS_Psion says:
LO:  Any problems that I may be of assistance Mr. Lynam?

Steve says:
ACTION:  From the depths of space, there is a winking flash of light, and a small, black, sleek craft drops from Warp and approaches the WayWard

AS_Psion says:
::Sees scanners blip on and off at tactical station::

AS_Psion says:
::Moves to console::

LO_Lynam says:
All: Incoming craft, prepare to be boarded.

LO_Lynam says:
::readies phaser rifle::

Steve says:
ACTION:  the vessel is roughly the size of a Runabout...though much sleeker

MED_Rex says:
::takes the engineering console and picks at the controls, trying to make sense of the problems::

SO_Connol says:
XO: shod i open a com

XO_Linard says:
SO: Go ahead

IO_Triton says:
::grabs his knife and a phaser rifle, set to stun::

Steve says:
ACTION:  The vessel slows to a stop abreast the WayWard, the small running lights flashing merrily

AS_Psion says:
*All*  Red alert.  Everyone arm themselves!

SO_Connol says:
XO:com open if you would like to adrres them or should iget the DCO

Steve says:
ACTION:  The small craft hails the WayWard

LO_Lynam says:
XO: Incoming message sir.

SO_Connol says:
XO: there hailing us also are you going to responded

XO_Linard says:
SO: on speakers

SO_Connol says:
::PUTs the COM on speakers::

XO_Linard says:
SO: open a channel

DCO_Lee says:
::waits the alien respond::

MED_Rex says:
::continues to poke at the engineering console::

SO_Connol says:
XO: opened sir

AS_Psion says:
::Scans the vessel::

Steve says:
<Computer>  COM: WayWard:  This is the USS Styx.

MED_Rex says:
::looks up::

MED_Rex says:
USS?

AS_Psion says:
::Scans for registry::

XO_Linard says:
<COM> Styx: this is the Wayward...may we be of assistance?

DCO_Lee says:
::it just got interesting::

MED_Rex says:
::continues fiddling with the engineering console::

Steve says:
ACTION:  Lifesigns on the Styx are Negative

AS_Psion says:
XO:  I am not detecting any life signs aboard that ship.

Steve says:
ACTION:  THERE ARE NO RUNABOUTS REGISTERED TO THE NAME STYX

XO_Linard says:
All: that;s odd...can you tell why?

SO_Connol says:
XO: i suggest that we back off a bit

LO_Lynam says:
XO: manna from heaven then?

IO_Triton says:
XO: an automated ship?

MED_Rex says:
XO: Well, I've run all the diagnostics that I know how to do.

AS_Psion says:
XO:  No.  But there is no registry for that ship either.

MED_Rex says:
XO: And I'd have to conclude that the engine's broken.

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: SO: I agree...it might be a trap

AS_Psion says:
XO:  I suggest we returen the hail.

DCO_Lee says:
XO: Ask it to identify it's self.

IO_Triton says:
XO: I agree with psion, besides we can't out run it anyway.

CP_Joe says:
::thinks well if were dead in the water, on need to be at the helm::

CP_Joe says:
<no>

XO_Linard says:
Med: do we have shields?

SO_Connol says:
CP: try to back us away with our thrusters

MED_Rex says:
XO: Running off batteries only... they're not going to stand up to an attack.

Steve says:
<Computer>  COM: WayWard:  This is the USS Styx.  ::the voice sounds a lot like Admiral Wolfe::  This is your new ride, Crew

CP_Joe says:
SO: I can't, all engines and thrusters are dead

CP_Joe says:
::takes phaser rifle and arms it::

AS_Psion says:
:Checks the voiceprint with databanks::

MED_Rex says:
::whispers to the XO:: Why not ask for a starfleet confirmation code?

IO_Triton says:
::smiles::All: will wonders never cease...an admiral i like.

SO_Connol says:
AS: try to trace the where that shuttle came from

DCO_Lee says:
ALL: Does he pull a rabbit out of his hat for an encore?

AS_Psion says:
XO:  The voiceprint scan matches Admiral Wolfe.  I believe the message is valid.

XO_Linard says:
AS: acknowledged

MED_Rex says:
XO: Voiceprints can be faked.

IO_Triton says:
XO: I reccomend that you send a small away team over to check it out before risking the entire crew.

SO_Connol says:
XO: i would suggest we trace where the shuttle came from

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Prism Team is suddenly beamed over to the Styx, along with Vrek and their supplies.

DCO_Lee says:
::materializes::

AS_Psion says:
::Watches the bucket dematerialize::

MED_Rex says:
::materializes in midair, flails wildly for a moment, then falls to the deck::

LO_Lynam says:
::Appears on the Styx::

DCO_Lee says:
ALL:  That answers that.

IO_Triton says:
::materializes, stnading::

SO_Connol says:
::materialize near a wall:: SELF: that was close

XO_Linard says:
::appears on Styx::

CP_Joe says:
::materializes from the ship onto the Styx::

MED_Rex says:
::stands up, rubbing his backside::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Wolfe> Prism: Welcome aboard.. The Styx is yours.    The Terrorist base is ahead of you.. about 5 minutes at Warp 8

MED_Rex says:
All: That's twice!

Host ACTDMark says:
<Wolfe> Prism: Enjoy the cloak...

MED_Rex says:
Cloak?

Host ACTDMark says:
<Wolfe> Prism: Wolfe out.

SO_Connol says:
ALL: we actualy have something taht works

AS_Psion says:
Self:  Cloak?

XO_Linard says:
CP: take us there..warp 8

IO_Triton says:
All: Cloack!

AS_Psion says:
::Moves to Lynam::

CP_Joe says:
XO: Aye sir

CP_Joe says:
::takes the helm and brings it to warp 8::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Vrek> ::Starts screaming about not wanting to die::

IO_Triton says:
XO: will we engage the cloack?

MED_Rex says:
Vrek: Quiet, you.

AS_Psion says:
LO:  How is it that the Admiral knows where the base would be?

SO_Connol says:
ALL: i thought no federation vessels except the defiant where allowed cloak

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Triton: I suggest you do.. you will be entering sensor range in one minute.

XO_Linard says:
Vrek: Can it or I'll give you something to whine about

AS_Psion says:
::Moves to tactical and sees controls for the cloak::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Psion: I told him.

MED_Rex says:
::pulls out a hypo and gives Vrek a very meaningful glance::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Vrek> ::Shutups but whimpers quietly::

LO_Lynam says:
AS: How did he know where WE would be?  Kinda creepy if you ask me.

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Shall I engage cloak?

IO_Triton says:
::walks over to appropriate looking console and tries to engage cloack::

XO_Linard says:
AS: We have a cloak?...

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Styx vanishes from view... and sensors.. just as she enters the sensor range of the Terrorist base..

SO_Connol says:
PRISM COMPUTER: Nice tocuh a AI computer so we can tell you what to do instead of doing it

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Yes.  The Admiral relayed that information.  Were you occupied?

Lars says:
aloha

DCO_Lee says:
::points at the computer:: ALL: It ..it..

Lars says:
hello???

IO_Triton says:
AS/XO: apparently Styx prefers that I operate the cloack ::shrugs: Its operating now.

XO_Linard says:
::grins:: AS : obviously I was....

SO_Connol says:
XO: Terrorist base is on an Asteroid.. Two environmental Domes.  27 lifesigns.. 26 Cardassian, 1 Zakdorn detected

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer>  Connolly: I assist, I don't Do.

CP_Joe says:
XO: I think we're almost there

CP_Joe says:
XO: About 3 minutes away

XO_Linard says:
IO: I don't like this automation  can we override it?

IO_Triton says:
XO: sir, I think we should slow down and delay the encouter until we have a plan of action.

SO_Connol says:
XO/IO: it assists but doesn't do it told me

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Linard: There is no automation.

LO_Lynam says:
:;Examines the Styx for other surprises::

IO_Triton says:
::begins checking for failsafes and overides for the AI::

AS_Psion says:
::Scans the region of space::

SO_Connol says:
IO: you cant turn him off he is a live form!

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Scans are negative for any activity in this region of space.

IO_Triton says:
SO: calm down...I don't want to hurt this ship anymore then you do.  but I don't want it hurting me either.

CP_Joe says:
XO: I'm gonna slow down

AS_Psion says:
::Scans base::

XO_Linard says:
::nods at CP::

IO_Triton says:
computer: do you have a shutdown sequence for your AI capabilities?

AS_Psion says:
XO:  The base does scan positive for transport jamming technology.

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer>  Triton: Yes, but unfortunately, you do not have clearance.

AS_Psion says:
XO:  But they have minimal weoponry and defenses.  Unfortunately so do we.

IO_Triton says:
Computer: does anyone currently on-board have that clearance?

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer>  Triton:  Negative.. but enough about me, don't you have a mission to finish?

MED_Rex says:
::under his breath:: Computer, how much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?

CP_Joe says:
::holds position::

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Styx slows and maintains an orbit above the main dome with all the lifesigns

IO_Triton says:
Computer: I am the intelligence officer, this is part of my mission.  thank you for your answers.

AS_Psion says:
::Scans for lifesigns::

XO_Linard says:
SO; If there are transport jammers we should land the shuttle

IO_Triton says:
XO: sir, the computer is apparently neutral and does not seem to pose any immediate threat.  In fact it could be quite useful.

SO_Connol says:
::scans base::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  I disagree Commander.  That would most assuredly reveal our presence.

SO_Connol says:
XO: there is a utlity tunnel with no transport jammers

SO_Connol says:
XO: and it leads inside the dome

MED_Rex says:
AS: So could beaming in... they could detect the unauthorized transport.

MED_Rex says:
Computer: Would the cloaking device work on the surface?

LO_Lynam says:
AS: Only if a janitor walks down the tunnel and bumps his head on our invisible ship. :;Grin::

XO_Linard says:
SO: is there anyway to mask our transport?

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Rex: Affirmative, but the visual distortion would be noticeable.

SO_Connol says:
XO: they wouldn't detect if we beamed into that tunnel

MED_Rex says:
Computer: So what you're saying is that we'd be fine as long as we don't park in front of anything.

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Rex: To put it bluntly.

MED_Rex says:
Self: I like this computer.

CP_Joe says:
::gets phaer rifile ready::

IO_Triton says:
Med/XO: If they have transport jammers, they are not likely to be scanning for unauthorized transport signatures...why scan for somethin you just know is impossible?

MED_Rex says:
IO: Don't you think they'd know that the tunnel is vulnerable to transport?

IO_Triton says:
Med: if they knew that they would jam the tunnel too...it is likely a forgotten section of the base

MED_Rex says:
IO: Or the tunnel is hazardous, or booby-trapped, or loaded with sensors.

AS_Psion says:
XO:  How should we proceed Commander?

XO_Linard says:
AS: Arm yourselves and get ready to beam in

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Aye.

LO_Lynam says:
XO: Are we sending the whole team?\

IO_Triton says:
Med: or we could go home...any port in a sorm i believe is the phraise

DCO_Lee says:
::grabs phaser rifle::

MED_Rex says:
::gives the IO a look::

IO_Triton says:
XO: I reccomend a small recon team first...folloed by rest of team ifits safe.

AS_Psion says:
::Arms himself::

MED_Rex says:
XO: On the other hand, there's safety in numbers.

XO_Linard says:
LO: Yes.

IO_Triton says:
::gives the the Med a look, thinking is he going to contradict everything i say? then smiles::

MED_Rex says:
Computer: Can we contact you and issue commands via combadge?

CP_Joe says:
::arms weapon::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Rex: Yes

SO_Connol says:
XO/IO: I think we split the crew into two and beam them indiferent postions about 10 metres away from each other

DCO_Lee says:
::checks power setting::

LO_Lynam says:
:;Readies his rifle, hand phser and sword.::

MED_Rex says:
Computer: What are the medical facilities like on this vessel?

XO_Linard says:
SO: agreed....do it

AS_Psion says:
::Moves to LO::

IO_Triton says:
::sets his slinged phazer to deadly setting, and readies his knife in its sheath::

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> Rex: We have a triage medical supplies, and a biobed.

XO_Linard says:
All: Are we ready?

SO_Connol says:
ALL: arm yourself and get into these teams.

IO_Triton says:
::realizes something::

MED_Rex says:
::checks his phaser, medkit, and tricorder::

DCO_Lee says:
::grabs hand phaser just incase::

IO_Triton says:
XO: sir are Prism weopans are not civilian issue...they may blow our cover.

CP_Joe says:
XO: Let's do it

AS_Psion says:
LO:  Here.  It's a transporter/phaser.  It may be useful for you...if we manage to disable their jamming signal.

SO_Connol says:
ALL: IO, MED, CP, XO are team alpha

DCO_Lee says:
::holsters hand phaser::

XO_Linard says:
::arms herself ::

XO_Linard says:
IO: I doubt it....not if we're careful

SO_Connol says:
XO: AS,DCO, LO, and I are team beta

LO_Lynam says:
AS: Thanks, be careful.

IO_Triton says:
::puts away Prism rifle and grabs a cardassian model::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Where will you be?

XO_Linard says:
AS: We're Team Alpha

MED_Rex says:
All: Well, no time like the presence.

CP_Joe says:
::joins his team mates::

MED_Rex says:
<present even>

XO_Linard says:
Computer: energize

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Prism Gamma beams down into the Tunnel and finds darkness..

MED_Rex says:
All: Did anyone think to bring palm beacons?

DCO_Lee says:
::materializes in the dark::

XO_Linard says:
::activates her wrist beacon::

CP_Joe says:
::cannot see anything::

SO_Connol says:
::materlizes looking over for the other group::

DCO_Lee says:
::switches on light on rifle::

IO_Triton says:
::materializes and falls to a crouch, turns on personal wrist light::

AS_Psion says:
::Materializes::

LO_Lynam says:
::Also switches on phser light::

AS_Psion says:
::Scans with tricorder::

XO_Linard says:
All: readings?

SO_Connol says:
::Switches on his light and check his phaser and katana::

DCO_Lee says:
::sweeps side to side, luminating the AT::

MED_Rex says:
@::scans for life forms::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Frev is 110 meters from us.

XO_Linard says:
::nods:: AS: lets move

IO_Triton says:
::maitains beam illuminating tunnel ahead::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  If we take the tunnel to the right we should be positioned directly under him.

LO_Lynam says:
AS: Check for tripwires and electric eyes.

SO_Connol says:
::starts pacing his way following the rest::

CP_Joe says:
::turns on light on phaser::

DCO_Lee says:
::begins walking ahead, checking side to side::

IO_Triton says:
::heads forward and to the right::

AS_Psion says:
LO:  Acknowledged.

XO_Linard says:
AS: any suggestions on how we get to him?

AS_Psion says:
::Scans for any devices::

LO_Lynam says:
::Brings up the rear, scanning for pursuers::

IO_Triton says:
::starts scanning for weakpoints in the structural integrity of the tunnel and spaces above it::

XO_Linard says:
ALL: Anyone detecting any bombs?

SO_Connol says:
::scans::

CP_Joe says:
::scans around the area::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  We should follow the tunnel for now.  There aren't any traps showing up on my tricorder.

LO_Lynam says:
XO: What are your orders in case of contact?

CP_Joe says:
XO: I think I found something

MED_Rex says:
::scans for any environmental hazards::

XO_Linard says:
CP: What is it?

SO_Connol says:
::follows by watching::

CP_Joe says:
XO: Can't tell, it's about 20 meters that way::

AS_Psion says:
::Moves forward...taking the point::

DCO_Lee says:
::right behind the AS::

MED_Rex says:
::shakes his tricorder::

IO_Triton says:
::lets Psion have point...isn't in a hurry to get shot again::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  We are closing in on Frev's location.

XO_Linard says:
CP: can you get a closer reading?

LO_Lynam says:
:;Covers the rear, paying attention to the hatches::

CP_Joe says:
XO: No

AS_Psion says:
XO:  We will need to take one of the service hatches to enter the installation.  I suggest taking two in order to flank them.

XO_Linard says:
CP: Is there anyway we can get into Frev's room without being dectected>

AS_Psion says:
::Keep moving ahead.::

CP_Joe says:
XO: Weill have to recalibrate the bio-dampers and the rest is just up to luck

DCO_Lee says:
::checks bio-dampers to make sure it is working::

SO_Connol says:
XO: i  there seems to be an ari hatch that leads right over his room

XO_Linard says:
SO: good..we'll get to him from there..

CP_Joe says:
::moves foward::

IO_Triton says:
::sets phaser rifle down to stun::

AS_Psion says:
XO:  I volunteer to enter his room.  I can render him unconscious with a nerve pinch.

DCO_Lee says:
::resets phaser rifle to maximum stun::

XO_Linard says:
AS: Take the IO with you...

IO_Triton says:
XO: Aye sir.

AS_Psion says:
XO:  Aye.  Mr. Triton.  ::Motions him to follow::

IO_Triton says:
::follows Psion, with a grin::

AS_Psion says:
::Enters the duct::

IO_Triton says:
::enters duct after Psion::

AS_Psion says:
::Crawls upwards::

IO_Triton says:
::follows::

CP_Joe says:
::covers the AS and IO::

AS_Psion says:
::Comes to ventilation cover and sees Frev::

AS_Psion says:
::Silently removes the cover and hands it to IO::

LO_Lynam says:
::Crouches down in the tunnel and covers the way they have come::

IO_Triton says:
::takes the cover and gently lays it down::

AS_Psion says:
::Sees Frev is around the corner and silently drops into the room::

XO_Linard says:
::taps commbage:: Computer: standby for transport

AS_Psion says:
::Walks upto Frev and nerve pinches him::

CP_Joe says:
::moves behind As and IO::

IO_Triton says:
::maintains an eye on Psion through opening...also looking for anyone entering room::

AS_Psion says:
::Frev falls unconscious::

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Frev squeals like a little pig before he passes out.

AS_Psion says:
::Lifts Frev and carries him over to IO::

IO_Triton says:
::aims rifle at doorway expecting gaurd to enter::

AS_Psion says:
IO:  Take him.

IO_Triton says:
::takes frev grunting with weight::

AS_Psion says:
IO:  Get him out of here, I'll cover our exit.

IO_Triton says:
::drags him away from entrance and back towards the access tunnel:: AS: on my way

CP_Joe says:
AS, IO: Need any help carrying him?

Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer> *Linard* You have to get out of the transport Jammer Range..

Host ACTDMark says:
NOTE: There is a padd sitting on the desk of Frev's office

XO_Linard says:
Computer: acknowledged

IO_Triton says:
:;reaches CP: CP: yeah grab a hold of this pigs legs will ya?

AS_Psion says:
::Just before leaving...decides to look around his quarters::

AS_Psion says:
::Sees a padd and decides to take it::

AS_Psion says:
::Moves toward ventilation shaft upon hearing voices::

AS_Psion says:
::Pulls himself up into the shaft and refits the cover::

XO_Linard says:
::waits anxiously for the IO ans AS to return::

CP_Joe says:
::grabs the pigs legs::

AS_Psion says:
~~XO:  Mission accomplished~~

XO_Linard says:
ALL: ok, lets move to our original transport site.

IO_Triton says:
CP/XO: Psion is coming, lets hustle out of here.

LO_Lynam says:
::Moves out on point::

AS_Psion says:
::Crawls down ventilation shaft::

SO_Connol says:
::moves towards the transport area

XO_Linard says:
Computer: energize.

AS_Psion says:
::Crawls out of access hatch into tunnel::

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The First part of the team beams up...

AS_Psion says:
::Runs to beam out coordinates::

LO_Lynam says:
:;Stays behind waiting for Psion::

CP_Joe says:
::materializes::

SO_Connol says:
::materialises on ship::

LO_Lynam says:
AS: Thought you were gonna build a summer home here. :;Laughs::

IO_Triton says:
::materializes on ship with Frev in his arms.::

AS_Psion says:
::Sees Lynam up ahead and closes in on rendezvous point::

Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION:  The Frev extraction team beams up shortly after...

Host ACTDMark says:
----------------------------------------- PAUSE MISSION -------------------------------------------------
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